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Supported SMS Commands  

 

SMS from User Model TTE GPRS Description Simple Standard 

“Reset” or “Restart”   A command for resetting (restarting) the operation 
of the module.  

“Rssi”   A command for checking the signal strength of the 
available GSM network. 

“Output X on” -  A command for switching ON a PGM Number. 
“Output X off” -  A command for switching OFF a PGM Number. 

 
“X” is a number of PGM Output from 1 to 6.  

 
 

Supported SMS Messages for Operation 
 

SMS Returned from 
module 

Model TTE GPRS 
Description Simple Standard 

“Module will restart 
after 10 seconds”   A confirmation message for received command 

“Reset” or “Restart”. 

“Power UP”   
A message for power up of the module; 
confirmation that the reset of the module is 
complete. 

“Current Rssi: -XX dBm”   

A message with the current measured value for 
signal strength: 
- From -111 dBm to -91 dBm: Poor signal 
- From -90 dBm to -70 dBm: Good signal 
- From -69 dBm to -51 dBm: Very good signal 

“Output X is On” -  A confirmation message that the PGM output has 
been switched ON. 

“Output X is Off” -  A confirmation message that the PGM output has 
been switched OFF. 

“Error: Invalid syntax” -  The sent command is not typed correctly or there is 
used a special symbol or letter in the text. 

“Error: Invalid Output 
Number - X” -  The entered Output number is wrong, not existing. 

The PGM output numbers must be from 1 to 6. 
“Error: PGM Number X 
is Input” -  The current setting of the entered PGM number is 

for Input. 
“Error: PGM Number X 
is Not Allowed” -  Currently the operation via SMS commands with 

the respective PGM number is disabled. 
 
“X” is a number of PGM Output from 1 to 6.  
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Voice Management Mode – Operation Algorithm 

(For Modes: Voice Guide, with micro SD card) 
 


